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TOPIC  
 “This will kill that. The book will kill the edifice.” 

      – Victor Hugo, Hunchback of Notre Dame (1899). 

 

 “Leaving behind the babble of the plaza, I enter the Library. I feel, 

almost physically, the gravitation of the books, the enveloping serenity of 

order, time magically dessicated and preserved…I have always imagined 

that Paradise will be a kind of a library.” 

  – Jorge Luis Borges, Agentine short story writer 

 

 “Bad libraries build collections, good libraries build services, great 

libraries build communities.”  

  – R. David Lankes, American author 

 
 “Buildings do not merely provide physical shelter. In addition to housing 

our fragile bodies, they also need to house our minds, memories, desires, 

and dreams…I see the task of architecture as the defense of the 

authenticity of human experience.”  
  – Juhani Pallasmaa, Finnish architect and theorist 

 

 “I received the fundamentals of my education in school, but that was not 

enough. My real education, the superstructure, the details, the true 

architecture, I got out of the public library.” 

  – Isaac Asimov, American writer 

 

“Libraries are sacred time machines where knowledge flows and magic 

is eternal.” 

  – Mari Barnes, Author 
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 “The architect should be equipped with knowledge of many branches of 

study and varied kinds of learning…It follows, therefore, that architects 

who have aimed at acquiring manual skill without scholarship have never 

been able to reach a position of authority to correspond to their pains, 

while those who relied only upon theories and scholarship were 

obviously hunting the shadow, not the substance. But those who have a 

thorough knowledge of both, like men armed at all points, have the 

sooner attained their object and carried authority with them.” 

  –Vitruvius, De Architectura (1st century BC). 

 

 “A library is a house of hope. It’s a place where we all, whatever our 

situation, can feed our ideas and develop our dreams.”  

  – Doug Wilhelm, Author 

 
 “When in doubt go to the library.” 

  – J.K. Rowling, British author 

 

 “Where is the life we have lost in living? 

Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge? 

Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?” 

  – T.S. Eliot, Choruses from “The Rock” (1934) 

 

 “The only thing that you absolutely have to know, is the location of the 

library.” 

  – Albert Einstein, Theoretical physicist 

 

 “Classical architecture is the cutting edge of architecture for the 21
st
 

century. Classical architecture has a proven track record.” 

  – Allen Greenberg, American architect 

 
 “The American public library is essentially an invention of the latter half 

of the nineteenth century, and the arrangement of the structures that 

evolved to house it underwent its most significant course of development 

during this same period. By the end of the century, more than 450 

purpose-built public library buildings had been raised in the United 

States, more than half of them in New England. Like that of the railway 

station or the department store, the story of their evolution represents a 

study in the invention and development of a new and essentially modern 

building type. While it is the larger American library buildings, such as 

McKim, Mead and White's grand palace in Boston (1887-1898), that 

have attracted the most significant scholarly attention to date, these more 

prominent monuments were far outnumbered during the nineteenth 

century by their smaller, typically suburban cousins. As a consequence, it 

was in the libraries of ‘the second class’ that architects discovered a 

unique opportunity to experiment with issues of program, planning, and 

iconography specifically geared to the needs of this institution.”  

  –Kenneth Breisch, Henry Hobson Richardson and the Small 

Public Library in America (1997), p.viii 
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________________________________________________________________ 
 

LIBRARY FOR THE 21ST CENTURY Around the world and throughout history, libraries have played an 

important institutional role in the preservation and perpetuation of 

knowledge. The earliest libraries were usually tied to sacred spaces, such 

as temples, cathedrals, mosques, and monasteries. Each library consisted 

of archives housing important documents, ritual procedures, trade or 

exchange transactions, records of ceremonial offerings, important 

astronomical observations, religio-governmental statutes, sacred 

histories, and revealed texts. Across continents, religions, and cultures 

the earliest libraries were usually considered sacred houses of learning 

with repositories of both human and divine knowledge. 

 

 While libraries have continued to evolve over the centuries, they remain 

important places where literary, musical, artistic, and reference materials 

are kept for use by visitors. Library collections can include items such as 

books, manuscripts, periodicals, newspapers, maps, prints, recordings, 

documents, films, microfilm, CDs, cassettes, videotapes, DVDs, Blue-

ray Discs, e-books, audiobooks, databases, etc. As an institution the 

library offers important connections to knowledge, culture, history, 

education, and community. Libraries can posess quiet environments 

condusive to study as well as areas for group study and collaboration.  

 

Over the past few hundred years in the United States, libraries have 

become an important and integral part of society. During this time 

millions of Americans have used libraries for educational, cultural, and 

recreational purposes. New questions are being raised, however, by those 

who study library management and information science. Now that we are 

two decades into the twenty-first century and deeply entrenched in the 

digital-information age, some ask if the historical purpose of the library 

should be changed.  

• Should the ancient origins of libraries as repositories of sacred 

knowledge be preserved? If yes, how? 

• How can a library bridge the knowledge realms of past, present, 

and future in the information age?  

• Is the new function of a library to only be a place to get 

unrestricted access to information? 

• Should it still house physical books and manuscripts or just 

digital formats?  

• If only a digital repository, does the library even need a building 

to house it?  

• Or does the library solely become an active community center 

for public programs facilitating lifelong learning?  

• How can the design of the library represent all the collective 

wisdom that has come down through the ages? 

• Since library visitors will live in the twenty-first century, a 

futuristic building might be considered, but who can predict the 

architecture of the future?  

• If the library is to fit into the time continuum and western culture 

as a whole, how might the classical language of architecture 

work better than any other style?  
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• How can a library symbolize the democratic ideal of free and 

open access to knowledge? 

 

Architects must wrestle with these difficult questions as they consider 

designing a library for the twenty-first century. They must also learn to 

balance the shifting design priorities that arise when considering client-

user needs, site planning, civic presence, socio-political values, 

architectural programming, cultural ideals, and contextual issues.  

________________________________________________________________ 
 

CLIENT + DESIGN CHALLENGE Spanish Fork City is in the process of determining the feasibility of 

constructing a new Library and City Administration Building to service 

its patrons and residents.  In general, there will be roughly 33,000 GSF 

dedicated to the library and 12,000 GSF for the administration program. 

The library will serve a population of around 40,000 people. 

components.   

Although another architecture firm has recently finalized the program 

and feasibility study, the city has decided to issue a new Request for 

Proposal (RFP) for the design and construction administration portion of 

the project. Your architecture firm will be competing against the original 

firm who provided pre-design services. The client will be reviewing each 

firm’s preliminary design proposal before making a final selection of 

which architect will be chosen for the remainder of the project. 

  

Primary site drivers were established early in the design workshop 

meetings and included: 1) creating a civic campus that responds to the 

prominent downtown location, 2) providing sufficient parking, and 3) 

providing a high quality patron experience with elevated conveniences, 

including access to a drive up book drop.  The public outreach process 

conducted reaffirmed these site drivers. 

 

Each design team should familiarize themselves with the following 

documents: 

� Spanish Fork City Main Street Study 

� Spanish Fork City New Library Design Public Input Summary 

� Spanish Fork City Library and Administration Building Program and 

Feasibility Study (Blalock and Partners Architectural Design Studio) 

� APA CPAT Final Report: Rediscover Historic Downtown Spanish 

Fork (American Planning Association) 

� Spanish Fork General Land Use Plan 

� Spanish Fork Municipal Code 

 

SITE The site for the Library of the 21st Century is located at 98 South Main 

Street in the downtown core historic district of Spanish Fork, Utah. Main 

Street is an important thoroughfare and serves as the southern gateway to 

the city. The proposed site is also adjacent to the historic 1911 Thurber 

School building which currently houses the Spanish Fork City Offices. 

All design proposals for the building must meet general accessibility 

requirements. 
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Parking for the new building are broken down in ranges as follows: 
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PROGRAM The program for the Spanish Fork Library and Administration are broken 

down separately as follows:  
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ASSESSMENT The weight of each of the projects and assignments will be broken down 

as follows:  

 

 PROJECT 02: Library for the 21
st
 Century 

 Pre-Design Phase (Site, Precedent, Programming Analysis) 10% 

 Schematic Design Phase (Interim Review)   15% 

 Design Development Phase (Final Review)   20% 

 

 
  


